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8 LISTS
MAKING

GRAMMAR
Conditionals (review) SB page 76

1  Match the sentence halves.

1 I’ll make some coff ee 
2 If you hadn’t been late, 
3 If my dad gets up fi rst, 
4 I wouldn’t post that photo on Facebook 
5 If you fi nd the homework diffi  cult, 
6 You’d have passed the test  
7 If I had the chance, 
8 People don’t usually go by boat 
9 Hannah would be more popular 

a if I were you.
b if you’d studied harder.
c I’d visit the U.S.
d you’d have seen the beginning of the show.
e if they can aff ord a plane ticket.
f if I get up fi rst.
g if she didn’t say such nasty things.
h I’ll help you.
i he makes breakfast.

2  Complete the sentences from the 
prompts.

0 If we go to Paris, / visit / the Louvre museum.
 If we go to Paris, we’ ll visit the Louvre museum.

1 If Charles didn’t work so much, / have / time / relax 
 
2 Mark would have run if / not break / leg
 
3 If people love cats, / oft en / not like / dogs much
 
4 Steve will buy a car if / his father / lend him / money
 
5 Ed would ask Jenny out if / not be / so shy
 
6 Anne wouldn’t have fallen if / see / ice / the path
 

3  Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of the verb given.

0 If I had  (have) more free time, I would go  (go) 
to the theater more oft en.

1 If Denise  (come) to my party last 
night, she  (meet) my cousin.

2 Sue  (get) stronger if she 
 (keep) exercising like this.

3 If people  (own) a car, they normally 
 (not use) public transportation.

4 We  (visit) our grandmother more 
oft en if she  (live) closer.

5 If we  (see) Peter, we  
(tell) him you called.

6 You  (not fall) off  your bike last night 
if you  (not ride) so fast.

7 If James  (be) older, he  
(be able) to see that movie. 

8 In general, an injection  (not hurt) so 
much if you  (relax) completely.

4  Complete the text with the words in the 
list. Th ere are two you don’t need.
don’t | will | can’t | hadn’t | won’t
had | ’d have | would | had | wasn’t
’d have | is | can’t | wouldn’t have

Steve is going to take his driving test. His instructor 
has given him a checklist of things to do when he 
takes his test. He said, “Check the car seat. If the seat 
1  too far back, you 2  fi nd 
it hard to reach the pedals. And if you 3  
reach the pedals easily, you 4  drive 
smoothly. Check the mirrors. If you 5  
look in them, you 6  see the traffi  c behind 
or beside you.” Steve just thought, “I think I’m going to 
fail. Not enough lessons. If I 7  had more 
time, I 8  taken more lessons.” 

Th e test was a total disaster. Aft erward, he spoke to his 
instructor. “If I 9  remembered to check 
the mirrors, I 10  pulled out into the traffi  c 
like I did. I 11  passed if I 12  
hit that wall.”
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Mixed conditionals SB page 77

5  Write mixed conditional sentences about 
these situations.

0 I don’t have a big car. I didn’t give all my friends 
a ride to the game.

 If I had a big car, I’ d have given all my friends  
 a ride to the game.
1 Kim didn’t see the step. Now she feels really silly.
 

 

2 Len arrived early. Now he’s waiting for his friends.
 

 

3 I can’t help you with your French homework. 
I didn’t study French at school. 

 

 

4 I left  the map at home. I don’t know the way to 
their house.

 

 

5 Tessa didn’t watch the last episode. She doesn’t 
know the ending.

 

 

6 Tim is in a hospital bed. He lost control of the car.
 

 

6  Complete these mixed conditional 
sentences. Make them true for you.

1 If I had  last week, 
I  now.

2 If I hadn’t  last night, 
I wouldn’t  now.

3 I wouldn’t  now if I had 
 last semester.

4 I would  now if I had 
 last year.

Pronunciation   

Weak forms with past modals
Go to page 120. 

7  Look at the pictures and write a 
conditional sentence for each.

0

2

1

3

0 If Mom liked our music, she wouldn’ t have  
 complained about the noise.
1 He 
 

2 Th ey 
 

3 If he 
 

GET IT RIGHT! 
Conditionals
 Learners oft en use the wrong verb form in 

conditional clauses.
 ✓  I would have remembered if I had made a list.
 ✗ I would have remembered if I made a list.

Th e underlined parts of the sentences are incorrect. 
Rewrite the sentences correctly.
1 If the police didn’t look into the matt er, the crime 

would never have been discovered.

2 Unless we come up with some new ideas, we 
wouldn’t have a chance of winning the contest.

3 Dave will get the answer as long as we helped him.

4 Suppose you were invited to a formal party; what 
will you wear?

5 Provided the calculations are correct, the structure 
would be totally safe.

6 Meet me by eight; otherwise, we would miss the
beginning of the movie.
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Word list

VOCABULARY

as long as otherwise

supposeprovided

unless

Alternatives to if

Key words in context
apparently Th at café is always empty – apparently the food is really bad there.
calculations Th e answer was wrong because the calculations were done badly.
cloth Th is jacket isn’t hot because it’s made of a very light cloth.
concrete Th e city wasn’t beautiful – all the buildings were gray and made of concrete.
infection Wash the cut on your hand right away to avoid infection.
measure Th e room is incredibly small – it only measures 1.5 meters by 3 meters.
procedure To make a complaint, you have to fi ll out a form – that’s the procedure here.
relevant Th at’s an interesting story, but it isn’t very relevant to what we’re talking about.
sacred In India people don’t eat cows because they’re sacred.
specifi c Your back hurts? Please be more specifi c – your lower back or your upper back?
statement Please answer “Yes” or “No” to each statement on the questionnaire.
structure Th e new bridge is a very beautiful structure.

work out come down with

look intorun through

turn out come up with

point out

Phrasal verbs (2)

carry out
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Phrasal verbs (2) SB page 76

1  Make a list of seven phrasal verbs from 
the table. You need to use one of the verbs twice.

turn
come
carry
look
point
run

out
through
up
into
down

with

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

2  Rewrite the sentences by replacing the 
underlined phrase with the correct form of 
a phrasal verb from Exercise 1.

0 Th e strange noises in the night were discovered to 
be the neighbor’s cat.

 The strange noises in the night turned out to  
 be the neighbor’s cat.
1 I didn’t know where the store was until Kate 

showed me the map. 
 

2 Th e instructions for the game were really long, so 
we just looked at them quickly. 

 

3 Th e principal is investigating the disappearance of 
the school’s pet snake.

 

4 We couldn’t think of what to do until Sally 
suddenly had a brilliant idea.

 

5 Some volunteers are making repairs to old 
people’s houses.

 

6 I think we ate something bad – we all got ill with 
a stomach bug.

 

3  Write a sentence for a time when you or 
someone you know …

1 came down with something.
 

2 came up with the solution for something.
 

3 ran through something with someone.
 

4 turned out to be something.
 

5 carried something out.
 

Alternatives to if SB page 79

4  Complete the sentences with one of the 
alternatives to if.

1 We need to take the fi rst train in the morning. 
 , we’ll be late.

2  Mom heard you say that! She’d 
be really angry!

3 You can borrow my book  you 
give it back to me tomorrow.

4 Dad said I can’t go on the school trip 
 I buy some travel insurance.

5 You can go there without a visa  
you don’t stay more than three months.

5  Rewrite these sentences using alternatives 
to if. Sometimes there is more than one 
possibility.

1 If you didn’t live here, where would you like to live?
 

2 Th e teacher said I wouldn’t do well if I didn’t do my 
homework.

 

3 OK, you can use my phone if you don’t make long-
distance calls.

 

4 I have to go. If I don’t, I’ll miss the bus.
 

5 Dad says we can go if we promise to be back in 
time for dinner.
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A famous list: Desert Island Discs

One evening in 1941, Roy Plomley was 
sitting at home when he got an idea for a 

new radio show. He wrote a letter to the 
BBC with his idea, and the BBC loved 
it. In 1942 they started to put the show 
on the radio with Plomley as the host, 

and now, more than 70 years later, the 
show is still going strong on British radio. 

It’s name? Desert Island Discs (aka DID).
The idea is this: each week, someone well-known is invited 

to the show – usually an actor, a singer, a politician, or someone 
from TV. In recent years, people like actor Colin Firth, adventurer 
Bear Grylls, celebrity cook Jamie Oliver, and novelist J.K. Rowling 
have been guests. And what does the guest have to do? Well, he 
or she has to imagine that they have been stranded on a desert 
island but that they are allowed to have eight pieces of music with 
them. The host interviews the guests, talking about their life and 
work, and the eight pieces of music that the guest talks about are 
mixed in.

After a few shows the guests were asked about other things 
they’d like to bring to their island. They could choose one book 
and one special luxury item to take with them. That certainly 
brought some cool ideas. The writer of children’s books, Allan 
Ahlberg, asked for a wall to kick a soccer ball against, while 
famously pale-skinned singer Annie Lennox asked for sunscreen. 

And, perhaps not surprisingly, writer J. K. Rowling asked for “an 
endless supply of pens and paper.”

From the very beginning, DID was incredibly popular, and it 
still is – there have been thousands of shows. Plomley was the 
presenter for every episode until he died in 1971, and since then 
there have only been three other presenters. The show’s opening 
and closing music has never changed, and for British people it is 
immediately recognizable as the DID theme music.

There have been some memorable guests. One of the most 
controversial was an opera singer, Elizabeth Schwarzkopf, whose 
eight records included seven of herself singing – though, to be 
fair, it did seem that no one had explained the concept of the 
show to her well enough! 

The idea of choosing just eight pieces of music to listen to 
forever, while you’re completely alone in the world, is one that 
seems to capture people’s imagination. What would you choose 
to have with you? Of course, if you like 
music at all, it’s almost impossible 
to come up with a list of only 
eight pieces of music without 
leaving out things that you 
love. But that, perhaps, is part 
of the beauty of the whole 
DID concept.

READING
1 REMEMBER AND CHECK  Circle the correct options. Th en check your answers in the review on page 75 of the 

Student’s Book.

1 A patient got a fever because the doctors didn’t wear gloves / face masks.
2 Atul Gawande’s book is called “Th e Checklist Manifesto: How to Avoid Accidents / Get Th ings Right.”
3 In 2001 a hospital in the U.S. introduced a fi ve-point / ten-point checklist for doctors.
4 When the same checklist was used in Michigan, infections went down by about a half / around two-thirds.
5 Some doctors didn’t want to use Gawande’s checklist because it was too long / too diffi  cult.
6 Most doctors said they would / wouldn’t want a surgeon to use the list. 

2 Look at the title of the article and the photos. Read the article quickly. What do these words refer to?

well-known | eight | luxury | imagination

3 Read the article again. Answer the questions.

1 How did Desert Island Discs start? 
 

2 Who are the guests on the show?
 

3 What ten things can guests take with them to 
the island?

 

4 How many presenters have there been?
 

5 What was diff erent about the opera singer’s choice 
of music?

 

6 What is the diffi  cult part of making a list of eight 
pieces of music?

 

4 Imagine you could be a guest on DID. What eight pieces of music would you choose? And what would your 
book and your luxury item be? Write a short paragraph.
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Travel advice – an email
1 Read the emails quickly and answer the 

questions.

1 What is the climate of Laura’s vacation destination?
 

2 What clothing items does Sean suggest taking?
 

3 What four essential items does he suggest taking?
 

DEVELOPING WRITING 2 Read Sean’s email again. Answer these questions.

1 What’s the best kind of hat to take?
 

2 What’s bett er than a single, heavy sweater?
 

3 What should the boots protect you from?
 

4 What should gloves be like?
 

5 Why should you take sunglasses in winter?
 

6 When is it especially useful to have medicine 
with you?

 

3 Answer these questions about the email.

1 How does Sean introduce his reply?
 

2 How does he separate the diff erent things he 
suggests taking?

 

3 Each thing comes with an explanation of why Laura 
should take it. How does Sean indicate reasons? 
(Th ere are several diff erent ways.)

 

4 You’re going to write an email to a friend who 
wants advice about what to pack for a trip. 
Read what the friend writes. Choose a, b, or c 
for your answer.

CHECKLIST ✓
 Start with a short introduction

  Use bullet points for your list

  Consider clothes and other essential items

  For each thing give a reason for taking it

5 Write your answer. Write 150–200 words.

Hi … ,

I’m going on vacation to a) a really hot place b) your 

town/city c) a place you know really well. But I’m not 

sure what to take with me. Can you give me a nice, 

simple list of ideas please? 

Thanks!

Jim

Hi Laura,

That’s great that you’re going somewhere very different from 
home! But you’re right – it’s important to think about what to 
take. So the fi rst thing, of course, is clothes.
• Take a hat and wear it; it’s the best protection against the 

cold. The best kind totally covers your ears.
• Take sweaters and coats, but it’s better to think about 

wearing several layers of thinner clothing rather than single, 
heavy items.

• Take at least one good pair of waterproof boots; otherwise, 
your feet might get cold and/or wet, and that’s really not 
what you want!

• A pair of gloves is necessary, too, as long as they’re warm 
and waterproof.

Then there are other essential items. Think about taking these 
things:

• a pair of sunglasses if you’re going to be out in the snow – 
the bright refl ection off snow can hurt unprotected eyes.

• some sunscreen. In winter? Yes – the refl ected sun can 
burn your skin, too, so protection is good.

• lip balm to stop your lips from getting sore from the wind 
and cold.

• some basic medicines to help with colds and runny noses – 
always useful, especially if you’re going to be a long way 
from a town.

So there you go, Laura. Hope this helps and have a great 
vacation!

Sean

Hi Sean,

I live in a nice warm place, but soon 

I’m going to travel to Minnesota in 

winter, so it’s going to be really cold, 

maybe wet, too. I’m looking forward 

to the trip, but I’m really not very sure 

what I should take. Can you help?

Laura
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LISTENING
1 23  Listen to Alan, Beth, and Colin talking. 

Complete the information.

Th ree things I couldn’t live without
Colin
1 phone
2 

3 

Beth
1 

2 

3 

Alan
1 

2 

3 

2 23  Listen again. Mark the statements 
T (true), F (false), or DS (doesn’t say).

1 Th eir friend Jackie has gone away for a 
weekend with her parents. 

2 Jackie isn’t happy that she can’t take 
her phone. 

3 Colin realizes he doesn’t need his music 
player if he has his phone. 

4 Beth’s third choice is based on the fact 
that she likes the color blue. 

5 Alan thinks it’s sad if you can only think 
of three things you can’t live without. 

6 Beth doesn’t like serious discussions.  
7 Alan doesn’t accept Colin’s fi rst idea for 

his third thing. 
8 Colin considers himself to be a good 

guitar player. 

3 Write your list of three things that you couldn’t 
live without and why.

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

DIALOGUE
1 Put the dialogues in order. 

1

 ADAM  Like the way that guy did last night? I 
think if I was a contestant on that show, 
I’d have yelled at him.

 ADAM  But do you think you would behave 
bett er? I mean, in a situation like that.

1  ADAM  Are you watching that reality show 
about people stuck on an island?

 ADAM  He certainly will. Well, unless one of 
the other people starts behaving even 
worse.

 PAULA  Good question. You know what? I 
think I’d be OK, as long as the other 
people didn’t make me angry.

 PAULA  Yes, I think it’s great. I love watching 
people behaving badly!

 PAULA  And that’s always a possibility, right? 
Listen, why don’t we watch the next 
episode together?

 PAULA  Me, too. He was terrible. If he keeps 
acting like that, he’ll get voted off  
next week.

2

 ANGIE  Of course I will, don’t worry. Why 
wouldn’t I?

 ANGIE  Not true. I just gave it back later than 
I’d promised.

1  ANGIE Can I borrow your tablet?

 ANGIE  Of course I would have. But OK, don’t 
lend me the tablet. I don’t mind.

 BRENDAN  No, it’s OK. You can borrow it. 
Otherwise, you’ll never talk to me 
again. Just joking, Angie! 

 BRENDAN  Why? Well, I remember you didn’t 
really take good care of the camera I 
lent you.

 BRENDAN  Well, yes, I guess so – as long as you 
promise to take care of it.

 BRENDAN  Right. And if I hadn’t reminded you, 
you’d never have given it back.

2 Choose one of the scenarios. Write a 6–8 line 
dialogue between the two people. 

1 Elena wants Amy to go shopping with her. Amy 
remembers previous shopping experiences with 
Elena that weren’t very good. But in the end, Amy 
agrees.

2 Chris wants to go to a concert. But Chris’s parents will 
only let him go if a friend goes, too. Diego doesn’t 
really like the band that’s playing.




